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The spring had gone well. The warm weather in April was
resulting in large colonies, some honey and with some exceptions I was on top of the swarming. Last Tuesday 13th
May (yes it was 13th) in my apiary near Cawood I was
happily inspecting my bees, mainly checking that they
were queenright and not about to swarm, when I noticed
some odd looking larva. Slowly the cold realisation came
over me that this was EFB. In twenty two years of beekeeping I’d not come across it before. I had a number of
reactions – ‘Why me?’,’ Was I mistaken?’, ‘Will it go
away if I ignore it?’, ‘What have I done wrong?’. It was
quite a few minutes before I accepted the reality and there
was just one course of action – close up the hive and telephone the National Bee Unit to report it. The bee inspector arranged to come and when he did it took him just a
minute to confirm the worst of my suspicion. Three other
colonies were clear and two others had a small number of
infected larvae. I selected to destroy the infected colonies.
That evening I had the depressing job of sealing up the
infected colonies and killing the bees with petrol. In a few
days time the bee inspector will return to burn the frames
and scorch the boxes.
What’s the explanation? The infected colony was headed
by a yellow queen. It hadn’t been moved into the apiary. I
hadn’t brought any swarms of unknown provenance into
the apiary. I use disposable gloves. I have a program of
frame renewal, though I hadn’t changed the frames of that
colony this year. I keep my hive tool in a container of
washing soda solution. No doubt I could have improved
further my apiary hygiene. But there have been outbreaks
of EFB around Cawood and in the area north of Selby in
the previous few years. I suspect that there must be infected feral or kept bees in the area which the bee inspectors
have been unable to track down. So far it will cost me several hundred pounds, which could increase further if the
other colonies in the apiary succumb. Hopefully I will not
have been responsible for spreading the disease further
afield, but this awaits further checks.
I guess I am just unlucky. But my unlucky tale should reinforce to all beekeepers the importance of being able to
recognise EFB, being willing to report it, of cooperating
with the bee inspectors when it is suspected and being registered on beebase.
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Badger Gems – Reading a Stock of Bees
Much can be “read” about a stock of bees by observing the bee’s activity at the alighting board. Since the 1960’s it has become
fashionable not to use alighting boards as a plain hive entrance is no obstacle to the bees themselves as an entrance portal.
Powder observed on the alighting board is a sign that the bees are breaking into new ground for breeding, noticeable from February onwards…
· Coarse scraps of wax and other debris is an indication that mice are in the combs…
· Bee’s carrying in small amounts of pollen may still be queenless…
· Bees in late autumn and early spring carrying bulky pollen loads “that rush in as though in a hurry” is a sign of a queen right
colony…
· Over-wintered bees that are seen carrying long narrow loads of pollen in the corbiculae my be a sign of a failing queen that
went into winter with aged foraging bees.
· In summer if a colony is seen to be carrying in much more pollen than other colonies it is generally because it has more
brood to feed. Note the date as there will be, within 3 weeks time, a possibility of a swarm issuing.
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Yorkshire Beekeepers Calendar
10th/11th June 2014
Fri 13th June 2014
8th/9th/10th July 2014
Fri 5th Sept 2014
Fri 24th Oct 2014
18th/19th Oct 2014
30th Oct/1st Nov 2014
Fri 21st Nov 2014
Sat 6th Dec 2014
Fri 16th Jan 2015
Sat 7th March 2015
Fri 27th March 2015

School Countryside Days, GYS
YBKA General purposes committee
Great Yorkshire Show
YBKA General purposes committee
YBKA General purposes committee
Countryside Live & YBKA Honey Show
National Honey Show
YBKA General purposes committee
YBKA AGM
YBKA General purposes committee
YBKA Annual Affiliates Meeting
YBKA General purposes committee (AAM follow up)

Vacancy at BeeCraft
Beecraft publish the longest running beekeeping magazine in the country. The company is owned by
the beekeeping associations of the UK, including YBKA.
They are currently seeking to fill the position of Honorary Finance Director. The role would be one of
strategic and financial oversight. A qualified bookkeeper is already in place to manage day to day
transactions.
If you may be interested in filling this position a full job description can be obtained from Michael
Badger at buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com

Free Small Ads
Allan, Tony & Richard Jefferson, NE Beekeeping Supplies, Thornes Agent, Honey Jars etc
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk
01947 840723
John Whitaker - A kindle edition of ‘On the Keeping of Bees’ is available on Amazon.
This area is available to any member of YBKA who has anything to sell, excluding full time businesses. If you
wish to have an entry included, e-mail the editor with the wording of the ad, restricting it to three lines (approx 40 words). There is no charge. Say whether you want the ad in for one edition or every edition. Please
state your name, association and BBKA membership number.

The YBKA encourage all members with bees to register on BeeBase. This assists the bee inspectors
working for the National Bee Unit to do their work to control and minimise the effect of any outbreak
of disease. There is no cost.
You can register at
www.nationalbeeunit.com
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SPINKS COMPAK LIMITED
9 SHANNON STREET
LEEDS
WEST YORKSHIRE
LS9 8SS
Tel: 0113 2350662
Fax: 0113 249 3845
E-Mail: sales@spinks.co.uk
www.spinkscompak.com
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The Chairman Tony Jefferson wonders how to find more hours in the day.
The ‘Day-Job’ certainly gets in the way of beekeeping !
There has been a great deal of effort expended since the last newsletter. I cannot really understand how so much has been packed into the last few weeks. It’s really quite a good job that the
bees have not needed much attention as yet, but that will soon change as drones are hatching !
The YBKA Annual Conference was a really well organised event (thanks mostly to our secretary
Roger Chappel). The revised format of 2 lecture theatres will need some further review by the
working party. It is just a pity the number of attendees did not increase much from the previous
year.
Then it was off to Northern Ireland, (just 2 days after the Conference) to spend 3 days with a wonderful group of very friendly and hospitable people. The program they had set turned out to be
quite a marathon of demonstrations, lectures and eating / drinking. It was a very busy time for Dad
(Allan) and myself. I gave 2 lectures to over 200 beekeepers ranging in experience from beginners
to seasoned beekeepers, as well as visiting some really excellently set up association apiaries.
We really enjoyed the trip. It was over too quickly, but it was good to be home to catch up on
sleep. I like the fact that in Northern Ireland the ‘basic’ assessment is called the ‘Preliminary’ assessment – it’s much better terminology.
Then it was on to organising the Whitby BKA bee sale, which went well. Despite the poor weather
forecast it stayed dry all day, giving us a very good event. Having a professional auctioneer , Robert Smith of Richardson and Smith, certainly pushed things on, perhaps too quickly for some not
used to auctions. There was a very amusing moment when one bidder became confused as to
who was bidding, but the confusion was taken well and served to lighten everyone's spirits.
The GPC members have met and as well as the normal business, have moved on the major tasks
of establishing the Working Parties and appointing Area Representatives. So we are making some
steady progress
One of the suggestions from the March Area Affiliates meeting was to share knowledge of demonstrators and lecturers to assist the planning of events. I am pleased that the new communications
working party will be making sure that this proposal will become a reality.
As I am also the secretary for Whitby I am going to suggest that our program of out-of-season
events uses the BBKA General Husbandry syllabus as a theme for our meetings – I think this has
something for everyone to improve their skills.
Tony Jefferson
YBKA Chairman
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Introducing Phil Gee – The Vice Chairman of the GPC
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
Having left Grammar School I started work as a fresh-faced office junior with Martins Bank, later to merge
with Barclays Bank.Despite rumours as to the new name of the bank, my favourite was MARSBAR BANK,
Martins faded away into the annals of time and I found myself working for a new employer.
I had always had a fascination for all things connected with the police, Dixon of Dock Green, Z Cars, Softly
Softly etc., so when in 1979 I had the chance to join Lancashire Constabulary, I seized the opportunity and
never looked back. I even managed to join the elite squad on who Softly Softly was based.From there I
transferred over to Greater Manchester Police and went into the CID where I remained until retiring in 2013
after 34 years.
Looking back over those years I have some good memories. My first ever murder enquiry was the case of
the Handless Corpse (Mr Asia) found in a disused water filled quarry just outside Chorley.In Greater
Manchester Police I was part of the team that investigated and successfully prosecuted Dr. Harold Shipman
for the deaths of 15 of his patients.I was then transferred to the Fraud Squad, partly due to my banking
experience, and took on a trainer’s role teaching UK & Commonwealth forces the mysteries of fraud
investigation.As a result of this role I was seconded to the Foreign & Commonwealth office and travelled to
Fiji to train the newly formed Fraud Squad of the Royal Fiji Police in Suva.
BEEKEEPING
My interest in beekeeping began one rainy day in North Devon when my wife and I came across Quince
Honey Farm. I was fascinated with the display of bees and decide that I would like to know more.It was at
that point that my wife reminded me that her grandfather, Dr. Neville Robinson of Lockington near Beverley,
had been a beekeeper.
I made some enquiries a few years later and spoke to Dudley Gue who remembered him and admitted to
training him over 50 years earlier saying ‘he wasn’t very good.’Later that summer I visited the Great
Yorkshire Show and saw the YBKA display and filled in a form asking for more information. I soon heard
from Edna Phillips who was the then secretary of Halifax & District BKA. The rest, as they say, is history.I
enrolled for the beginner’s course which was run by John Phillips, Edna’s husband, sadly no longer with us.
I thoroughly enjoyed it so I enrolled again for the following year’s course, and then got my first bees from
Limetree Apiaries run by Philip Jones from Elland.After a couple of years I joined the committee and became
the treasurer about ten years ago.Following the gap left by John Phillips I volunteered to help run the
beginner’s course and, along with other members of the committee, kept the flag flying for Halifax BKA.
GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE
Following the resignation of the area representative for my district I offered to take over the role and became
the new area representative for my own association, Huddersfield & District and Wakefield & Pontefract,
about 5 years ago.I did not want to be just another beekeeper going to the odd association meeting as I am
fascinated by beekeeping and the interesting people that I have met.I felt that I could bring a new perspective
to the committee, some new ideas and energy and hopefully make a difference.I felt that as a committee we
should make beekeeping interesting and accessible and be ambassadors for the craft.
ACHIEVEMENTS
About 4 years ago I agreed to take over responsibility for the annual Schools Day event hosted by the
Yorkshire Agricultural Society. I agreed and can honestly say that I have enjoyed every minute of it and
look forward to the next event. It is all made easy by a loyal band of helpers who come along every year to
help out.From speaking to the schools who attend over the two days I have managed to introduce three of
them to start up their own apiary.
In February I visited the BBKA and took part in their special interest day on the topic of ‘Schools and Young
People’. I see this as the way forward in recruiting future beekeepers by putting together a cohesive route
for training supported by quality material.
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Chris Hardy, Airedale BKA airs another contentious issue
Undoing the mess
I once listened to a curious monologue with a beekeeper who believed that the bee is here to serve us; presumably he felt this way about all animals. I believed he was joking and laughed. He was not. We did
not become friends.
The number of bumble bees imported into this country to serve us, is a thing of fact. Dr Dave Goulson
cites in ‘A sting in the tale’ that UK farmers import 60,000 hives of Turkish and Greek bumble bees every
year. Bombus terrestris dalmatinus seems particularly suited to biotech factory bee rearing – it has been
given the common name of tomato house bumble bee. Bumble bees are also being reared in biotech factories in France and Germany – Bombus terrestris terrestris, where “some of the factories are no longer
quite sure of the origin of their stock…” They both look very similar to our own early bumble bee Bombus terrestris with 2 yellow stripes and a buff coloured bottom – some of you may have already spotted
the big queens which have been out foraging in your garden from mid March.
The reason for importing bumble bees is an economic one. A box of bees will cost the farmer about £30,
they’ll work like the clappers, they don’t need coffee breaks or holidays, and they pollinate much more
effectively than a human with a paint brush. Historically the UK has not been set up to breed bumble
bees for farming. It is hugely expensive to make what is essentially a huge laboratory geared solely to
bumble bee breeding.
We know only too well the cost of introducing non-natives into the wild. Some by no means exhaustive
examples of these are; in the UK: rabbit, mink, American crayfish, rhododendron, varroa. In Australia:
rabbit, camels, sheep. In New Zealand: cats, dogs, hedgehogs, they tried Zebra too, bumble bees, an array
of UK flora.
All of these escapees have caused immense damage to balanced and fragile ecosystems – on top of the
negative impact we’ve done them that is. If we take introduced European bumble bees in Tasmania
which have escaped from farming; they have been responsible for the pollination of introduced flora
which has spread like a weed overwhelming and competing with native flora – just like the Japanese knotweed we struggle with in the UK. This in turn means that native pollinators who specialise in Tasmanian
flora cannot access food – quite simply the flowers aren’t right for them. This then means that the native
flora struggle twofold, because it cannot reproduce.
In Japan, imported bumble bees can mate with native bumble bees but it renders the native queen sterile.
This has a massive impact because native pollinators match up with native flora. It’s like only having one
shoe out of a pair, like trying to make a cup of tea without the tea bag – only much more deadly.
Now there is the very serious issue of cross infection of bumble bee and honey bee – it has already started
to occur. The problem is not the bumble bee. The problem is not the honey bee. The problem is us. If
there was enough native flora in the UK to support pollinators then these animals would provide all of the
pollination services we could possible need. This means more habitat. Much more. It means initially
more work for us and more support for the farmer to help them change over systems to move away from
misuse of pesticide and the misinformation created about it. Could we contemplate paying farmers to
commercially farm native flora and habitat as part of a national scheme to improve food growing services
in the UK?
The positive side of tomato and strawberry farmers (if there has to be one) using boxes of bumble bees is
that they will not be able to use pesticides and insecticides for the 70 days an imported colony can (legally) be used. (Although if you want to explore this further then the Youtube video uploaded by Biobest
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reveals that the bees are doused in organic (what does that mean?) pesticide as they exit the hive.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrelqYvBKiA
References
Natural England: LICENCE to permit the release of non-native sub-species of the bumblebee (Bombus
terrestris) in commercial glass-houses or polytunnels for crop pollination and research.
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/Images/wml-cl22_tcm6-34782.pdf
Dave Goulson: A sting in the tale printed by Jonathon Cape 2013
Biobest upload: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrelqYvBKiA

The BBKA Shield for Notable Achievements.

The Surrey Shield or more correctly the BBKA Examinations Board Shield for Notable Achievement was
awarded to Yorkshire Beekeepers at the Annual Delegates Meeting (ADM) in January. This trophy is given
to the county that in the opinion of the BBKA examinations board has shown the most notable achievement in the Basic examinations of the previous season. In some cases this could simply be the highest
number of assessments taken in any season or the percentage compared with the number of members.
In some instances just the fact that an area has shown a significant increase in numbers.
Bob Hunter, the YBKA treasurer received the trophy at the BBKA ADM in January on our behalf and it was
passed to me at the Spring Annual Affiliates Meeting on March 8th in Harrogate.
I was delighted to receive this but mentioned that in some ways I felt a fraud as I am simply the
co-ordinator between candidates and assessors and cannot take the glory for all the hard work done at
district level by trainers, ensuring that the beekeepers are well prepared for the assessment and the
beekeepers themselves who take the examination. However, I did and do, feel very proud that the work
that has been done and the number of basics taken, 89 in 2013, has been recognised. So the trophy is for
you and you know who you are.
The basic assessment is open to any beekeeper who has managed one colony for at least one year and it
is the gateway to the further assessments and modules. The assessment is done during the active season
and must be undertaken before the end of August. If you are interested then please look at the syllabus
on the BBKA website, talk to others in your association and contact me for further details if you require
more information. Application forms are also on the website and the fee is £15 payable to BBKA. Forms
need to be sent to me at 36, Packman Lane, Kirk Ella, Hull. HU10 7TL.
For those of you planning your winter meetings if I haven't been to your association to give an overview
of the BBKA examination and assessments, or you would like an update I await your invitation.
Wendy Maslin
YBKA Examinations Officer
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Malcolm Padfield’s beekeeping diary
Last swarm of 2013, Sunday 6th October 2013
First swarm of 2014, April 24th 2014

The euphoria of ‘first evers’ turned out, as I feared, to be a false dawn. Three of the surviving units were
Queenless.Papered together with 3 small but otherwise OK colonies with the predictable results in two but
the third did not want to play. The paper was duly chewed through but each unit remained domicile in its
allocated box. The bottom box was cleared out in the centre and the variable five frames from the top simply placed in the space so provided .All the other older and food filled frames were removed and the unit
developed.
The preparations for rape appear to have been in order and we have had a fortnight of decent weather with
plenty of foraging activity along with a few Queen cells being raised. A session of cell destroying and
splits being prepared had to be undertaken.
A chat with the farmer whose land we are on told me that there would definitely be no spraying for a
week as he was going on holiday. The day after this discussion a call from the spray man advised me he
would be spraying the next day! The colonies had a day off-or were confined to barracks early a.m. to late
p.m.-no problems arose but I was surprised that the spraying had been deemed necessary as treated seed
had been sown. The much questioned Gaucho was applied together with a fungicide and feed.
On the other front ‘we’ have been producing brood comb from our own wax so whilst not being actively
involved I have seen the finished product and, whilst a bit thicker than commercial, it looks and smells
great. Whilst not being produced at a great rate of knots it could be a very useful winter activity, if the trials now being monitored show that we can avoid wiring the sheets. Avoiding wiring will, of course, speed
up and thereby cheapen the operation.
Most of the supers put onto rape were drawn comb so that should speed up the process and if at all possible any ripe honey will be taken off-spun out- and the wet combs put back on. One problem with rape in
that the colonies build up well and are approaching optimum collecting size as the crop starts to fall off.
We are surrounded by many acres and successions of fields should give a welcome follow on before we
hit a great forage gap.
The gap will be when I try to get grafts accepted and a crop of new Q’s raised. My Q choice will be based
on docility and general ease of handling the abundance of younger bees will facilitate making up Apideas.
Bees from supers –shaken into a bucket with paper on the bottom-after a heavy spraying with water. One
mug full of bees into each upturned Apidea-closed down with fondant available-transferred to the cellar
for several days with twice daily spraying of water at the fronts.
The system to be used involves introducing a sealed Queen cell with a couple of days maturing left. These
are foil wrapped with just the tip uncovered. Once the Q’s have chipped they will be kept in using the
Queen excluder until the bees have oriented fully to their site. Opening too early can cause loss of
Queen’s as the navigation skills of the workers have yet to develop fully.
I have spoken to a Queen breeder who has spent a lot of time working with Carneolans and he maintains
that the ‘National Breeding Body’ in Germany has selected for low swarming propensity and he is currently offering Black x Carneolans as his main line. After many generations of crossing he is convinced
that 4th and 5th generation are just as docile as his original pure stock.
My own efforts at improving is going to be headed by AMM using bought in virgin Queen’s and hoping
that the hybrids produced by the dark drones in my apiary will be worth having. Yet another venture the
success or otherwise will not be able to be judged until next year-overwintering permitted.
4 strong hives and 2 not so strong were moved to rape .These were followed by a strong 14x12 inches.
Single supers from each of the two hives gave about 50lbs of honey. The idea was to get fresh wet comb
back onto the hives whilst the flow was on .Only small patches of capping needed to be removed, the rest
was fully ripe as indicated by shaking the combs over the hives and no drops falling off.

I
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The swing back to cooler weather has put off the grafting exercise so the good spell forecast for the middle of the month should get us back on track for June Q’s in readiness for what is promising to be an early
crop of balsam. If this fails the brook and railway bankings are well blessed with blackberry –our ever
present salvation in times of uncertainty with other forage.
On the swarm collection /call front. One honeybee swarm is up and running-larvae all OK .Q marked and
clipped. This Nuc has been moved to an isolation site and will probably be re-queened as new Q’s come
on line.
Two other nucs set up as swarm control measures have raised and mated Q’s so they will probably follow
the same requeening routine
Recent publication about fertilisation of eggs in humans and other mammals has set me pondering the
commonly held view that Q’s do not seem to be ‘lasting’ as long as they used to. Many ideas have been
floated about this but the latest work on mammals has posed another possibility.
Recent research has shown that eggs are covered with a protein layer-as are sperm. The mechanism for
fertilisation works on a lock and key principle .Essentially the egg can block the entry of a sperm if the
protein coating is not acceptable. The egg protein has been called the Juno protein –after the goddess of
love. This avenue is being investigated with a view to providing contraceptives for pets –and the pet market, unlike the bee one, is big business.
Could it be that the protein diversity in diet (forage range diminution) is affecting both drones and Q’s?
The heaemolymph of the Q is nurturing the sperm in the spermatheca so possibly affecting the acceptability of these to the egg to be fertilised. Is it all about protein = pollen sources, or is it genetic changes in
bees brought about by systematic ,if not deliberate ‘hybridisation’ of bee stocks .A point to ponder, perhaps.

The future of

Modern Beekeeping are suppliers of high density
polystyrene beehives, beekeeping clothing and
honey
processing equipment for both the hobbyist and
commercial beekeeper.
Polystyrene beehives have been used in Europe for
over 30
years, where they have proved durable and very

Visit our website and sign up to our
Newsletter

Tel: 0844

888

w w w.modernbeekeeping.c
Registered Address: Modern Beekeeping, S&E Enterprises, Westacott Road, Barnstaple
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Dave Shannon continues his articles on the preparation of products for the show bench

Two methods to prepare creamed honey
Creamed honey, sometimes referred to as whipped honey, is delicious when processed correctly. It is a soft
spreadable honey that doesn't drip or run, that can be spread on toast or crumpets etc. or can be added to
beverages to sweeten in place of sugar. It is also good to give to children of all ages over 2 years of age as it will
not run. Honey is not suitable for children under two in any form I would say, as the small amounts of pollen
held within the honey can be harmful to them and in some cases cause an allergic reaction. For some unknown
reason it doesn't seem to be sold and used as much as it should, but let us hope that we can change that.
All, or should I say most honeys, set or solidify due to crystallisation over time when stored correctly. There
are exceptions but we are not concerned with those today. The honey should be clean prior to storage, sealed
in a container that is air tight and full, with no air gap at the top and stored at the correct temperature to allow
crystallisation to take place. This occurs at a temperature of 14 /15 °C. The back of a cool garage or a cellar is
ideal.
There are a couple of methods used to achieve a good creamed honey which I will attempt to explain. As with
all honey, as explained in the liquid honey article, the first essential process is fine filtering to remove debris
from the honey. This should be done when the honey is a warm liquid form and immediately after extraction
and before it is put buckets and stored away. Any small dark specks or debris within the finished creamed honey will show through and make the jarred honey look very unattractive to say the least.
There are several types of honey that are very good for this process. Clover honey is excellent. Borage and Balsam honey can also be very good. But oilseed rape honey is the most commonly used now by most beekeepers
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when they do not have access to the other varieties. In most cases these honeys have to have the right balance
of fructose and sucrose to aid the crystallisation process. A good and legal water content is essential as with all
honeys but even more so with honey you wish to set smoothly with a very fine grain. High water content often
gives course crystallisation. When the honey sets as a creamed honey this is not what needed. You must have
this smooth fine grained honey to start either of the two processes that I am about to describe:

1- Seeding honey for creaming.
I believe this is the more common of the processes adopted to achieve a good creamed or whipped honey for
beekeepers who have enough honey to fill a 28 / 30 lb. bucket. For this method you will require a bucket of
good quality liquid honey with a good aroma and taste. Warm it gently to 40°C. in your warming cabinet. If you
do not have a thermostatically controlled cabinet, then check the temperature with a jam thermometer at regular intervals. I still like to check the actual honey anyway to ensure its correct. You will need around 3 / 4
pounds of a good fine grained smooth creamed honey either purchased or swapped from another beekeeper
to actually seed this honey. However before attempting to seed the liquid honey let the liquid honey cool to 22
/ 23°C before attempting to seed. Alternatively you can use the same quantity of solid set honey from another
bucket processed earlier and which has set to a hard fine smooth grain. Gently warm this three to four pounds
of this hard set honey so it is no longer solid and achieves a smooth paste like texture before adding to the liquid honey. Stir in the smooth creamed honey into the still warmed liquid honey ensuring it is thoroughly
mixed. Use a long handled wooden or plastic spoon for this. This will enable you to get right to the bottom of
the bucket ensuring a good even mix throughout. When this is completed allow the mixed honey to stand for
about 8 hours and very gently stir every two hours if possible.
Next skim off any fine white scum or air bubbles that have come to the surface with your spoon. This honey is
now ready to be either poured or ladled into your jars. Do not add the lids straight away when filled, but wait
another couple of hours then gently stir the honey surface to remove any air bubbles that may have risen before adding your lids. These jars can then be stored away at a temp of around 14 / 16°C. Until the whole jar has
set and it can be turned upside down without running at all. This takes around three days. The surface should
look firm and dry, with the honey itself having the actual consistency of soft butter. Then label for sale. If this
method is scaled up or down, 5 - 10% of seed is added to a liquid amount to achieve the same aims.
2 Using a bucket of set honey.
This method of creaming honey is easier and no seeding is involved, however you require a bucket of honey
that has been processed earlier and allowed to set. When once set only use the honey that sets to a very fine
smooth and hard solid consistency. Place your set bucket of honey into your warming cabinet, and set the
thermostat to around 35°C. Leave for a couple of hours and then check your bucket. You may have to do this
several times. The consistency of the honey within the bucket you are wanting to achieve is approximately two
thirds of the honey at the bottom wants to have gone back to liquid with the top one third remaining in a soft
creamy but not a liquid state. When I am checking I squeeze the sides of the bucket and you can feel where the
honey has melted and where it remains in a set state. When the bottom half is liquid cut into the honey surface with a long bladed round ended knife and cut to into quarters or eighths right through to the liquid. Then
push one or two of the wedges you have cut down into the warmer honey and allow the liquid to move to the
surface. This softens the rest of the hard honey quicker, allowing you to mix the two together with ease.
When you have achieved this two thirds to one third mix in your bucket then remove the bucket from the cabinet and place it on the floor on a plastic sheet in case of spillage. Now take your honey creamer, which you
can be purchased from any beekeeping equipment dealer. I prefer the hand operated one as opposed to the
ones you place in an electric drill. I find the ones that attach to drills whip in far too much air into your mixture.
As a result it takes longer to clear the bubbles and it has a tendency to form a scum on surface of the finished
product due to the speed it operates at. Slowly now push the soft honey on the surface of your bucket down
into the liquid, and keeping the head of your creamer under the surface of the mixture at all times preventing
air being taken down into the mix. Proceed to mix thoroughly till all the soft honey and liquid are evenly mixed
together to an even consistency. Place your bucket in a warm place when completed. I turn the warming cabinet right down and pop it back in there till next day. Then I skim off any surface scum and very gently stir be-
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fore bottling it. As with previous method leave lids off and then ensure surface is free of bubbles by stirring the
surface. Then jar and store as in method one.
Let us hope by having a go we can revive the popularity of creamed honey to more of our customers and
friends.
Next edition Cut Comb and Section Honey
Happy beekeeping
Dave Shannon

George Lamb Birks
18th Jan, 1921 - 15th March, 2014
It is with sadness that we announce the death of George Birks.
George died peacefully, though unexpectedly, at 'The Rigg', his home in Arkengarthdale on March 15th this
year. He was 93 and had lived in Arkengarthdale since 1972. His funeral, which George had planned himself,
was conducted by the Rev James Crossley, a long standing friend. It was held at St Mary's Church, Arkengarthgale on Monday 24th March, a sunny, bright though cold day. He was laid to rest next to his wife Jean. Peter
Schollick the President of Richmond and District BKA represented Yorkshire and Beverley BKAs.
George's mother was widowed when he was 3 leaving her to raise George and his three brothers alone, no
easy task in the 1920s. George started his beekeeping as a young boy in the late 1920s under the watchful eye
of his uncle in Hartlepool, County Durham where the family lived. Interestingly his uncle had learned his beekeeping while a WWI prisoner in Spandau prison, West Berlin, whose last prisoner was Rudolf Hess. George
said in about 1930, when he was 8, he remembered going to Stockton-on-Tees, probably with his uncle, to
hear a talk by the famous William Herrod-Hempstall.
In 1938 George became a Junior Clerk with Midland Bank in Cottingham, Hull and from here, with the intervention of his army war service, he progressed with both his banking and beekeeping career. He became a Branch
Manager (retiring from the Boroughbridge Branch, North Yorks) and joined Beverley Beekeepers Association
in 1938. He did much to support young local beekeepers and is fondly remembered for this by several of our
Association's older members. His arranging to take about 80 association members hives to the heather via the
Devil's Elbow (steep corner) at Saltergate bank on the A169, North Yorks, lives in their memories!
George held many committee posts in Yorkshire, Beverley and Richmond and District BKAs and was an Honorary Member of both Yorkshire and Beverley BKAs. Until his death he was the President of Beverley BKA. He
was very active in organising shows including one in Hull as part of the Coronation celebrations in 1953. In
2013 he was awarded a BBKA Certificate for 80 years of beekeeping which was presented to him at a luncheon
held at the Burgoyne Hotel in Reeth, Swaledale. He confided to his Canadian nephew that 'The first 70 years of
beekeeping are difficult after that they are easy'! The presentation and his contribution to beekeeping are covered in BeeCraft Aug 2013 p31.
His wife, Jean, predeceased him by two and a half years and Judith, his daughter, by a year. We extend our
condolences to his son Richard, daughter-in-law, Barbara and his remaining brother, Hugh, aged 97 in Canada.
Chris Coulson
Beverley BKA
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Good Bee Keeping Plants
Ginny Crerar – Barkston Ash Bka
With the warm weather and plenty of rain everything is growing like mad. Now is the time to start
planting up containers and baskets with hardy and half hardy annuals. Over the last few years I have
been experimenting with bee friendly plants in my containers. One year I went totally bee friendly
and used only native wild flowers in them which, whilst the bees and other insects loved the result,
was not for everyone. I received comments from several untutored eyes like ‘why have you got pots
full of weeds in your garden’ and ‘so you are not bothering with your pots this year’. So now I
compromise by mixing natives and ‘normal’ plants. However some bee friendly plants I would
recommend would be Nepeta cataria , the catmint, which flowers early and for a long time so could
replace traditional lobelia. Also Eschscholzia californica the Californian poppy which has stunning
bright orange flowers and could replace marigolds. Whilst the baby faced bedding violas make a
good addition to any container with the great varieties of colour that they come in. Finally cosmos
which is an excellent bee plant as well as flowering over a long period and good for giving some
height to the container.
The following plants are some that are very useful to honey bees at the moment both for pollen
and nectar.
Shrubs
Ilex aquifolium

Holly is not generally thought of as a spring plant. However this is when it is flowering so at it’s most
useful to bees. The flowers are small, white and scented .They secrete nectar freely for the
honeybee The added bonus is that it is a very hardy evergreen shrub or tree which tolerates most
soil and conditions. Also it can provide attractive leaf colour and berries with its various forms
throughout the winter. For a good crop of berries it is necessary to have both a male and female
variety of Holly. Just to confuse things one of the best garden varieties is Ilex x alterclerensis Golden
King which is a female plant and another Ilex aquifolium Silver Queen which is a male plant
Buddlia globosa
Whilst the buddlias are a useful plant for butterflies, the common name being butterfly bush, the
shape of the flower means that the honeybee cannot get to the nectar. The exception to this is
Buddlia globosa the Chilean orangeball tree which has flowers with much smaller tubes so the
honeybee can reach the nectar. It is a fairly large gangling shrub which can get to heights of 5m with

a similar spread. It is happiest in full sun on a light free draining soil. It grows fast but can be pruned
quite hard after it has finished flowering.

Cotoneaster horizontalis

Cotoneaster horizontalis is a much maligned shrub, a victim of its own success. It is so easy to grow,
being tolerant of most situations and aspects and will self seed all over the place so it has become
one of the most common garden plants. However it still deserves a place in the beekeepers garden.
Of course for bee keepers its greatest virtue is the mass of small pink tinged white flowers that cover
it at this time of year. On a hot day the sound of bees working the flowers for nectar can be almost
deafening, but It is truly a plant for all seasons .In the late summer it produces a mass of red berries,
in the Autumn the leaves turn a gorgeous red before falling, this leaves an elegant silhouette of
herringbone branches for the frost and snow to highlight in winter. It is a wall leaner rather than a
wall climber reaching about 2m in height and spread. There is also a variegated form Cotoneaster
horizontalis variegatus which has cream margins to the leaves and is less vigorous than the type.
Cistus

Cistus are an attractive evergreen shrub whose colourful pink or cream flowers attract honeybees in
profusion mainly for their pollen. Their common name is sun rose and their saucer shaped, tissue
paper textured flowers last only for one day but there are always plenty more to follow on. They are
a Mediterranean plant and as such are fairly drought tolerant .They do best on a sunny site in a well
drained soil. They will happily grow in a container. They can reach a height and spread of 90cm and
will put up with light pruning after flowering, but do not cut into the old wood, treat them in much
the same way as lavenders.
Varieties commonly available in garden centres are Cistus x cyprius one of the hardiest producing
white flowers with a deep red blotch at the base of each petal from crimson buds .Also Cistus x
argenteus Silver Pink which has a mass of delicate papery silver pink flowers born in great profusion.
Climbers
Hydranger petiolaris

Is a useful climber because it is happiest growing on a shaded north or east facing wall. Unlike bush
hydrangeas the honey bees will work this climbing plant. It is completely hardy but likes to be
sheltered from strong winds to prevent the leaves from getting scorched. The flower which occurs in
late May /early June is white and can be up to 20cm across. It is a vigorous deciduous plant which
attaches itself by means of aerial roots and so requires no additional support of wire or trellis. In
good fertile soil it can reach up to 15m
Perennials
Geranium
Geranium pratense

Wargrave pink

KashmirWhite

Geranium renardii

Perennial geraniums both the native cranesbill (Geranium pratense)and those bred for the garden
are excellent bee plants providing a good source of nectar flowering over a long period from May to
September. They prefer a semi shaded site so are quite happy under trees providing a good ground
cover. There are many cultivated varieties, but in my opinion some of the best ones are Geranium
endressii Wargrave Pink with bright baby pink flowers , Geranium clarkei Kashmir White with
purple veined white flowers and Geranium renardii which has very sculptural velvety grey green
leaves.
Geum
Geum rivale

Geum Mrs Bradshaw

Geum Lady Strathdene.

As with the geranium there are both garden and native varieties of geum . The native Geum rivale
commonly known as avens, likes a humus rich moist soil and will tolerate semi shade but prefers
full sun. It is a clump forming perennial whose dense basal leaves act as a good weed suppressant It
sends up many stems of about 60cm high topped with dusky pink to orange red flowers. The
cultivated forms like the same type of situation and come in various colours from the bright red of
Geum Mrs Bradshaw to the golden of Geum Lady Strathdene. Geums are mainly visited by bees for
pollen.
Wildflowers
Poppies
It is not too late to plant poppies. Most wild seed suppliers are selling a Flanders field poppy mix as
part of the Centenary Poppy Campaign organized by the British Legion. The aim of the campaign is to
cover the UK with poppies during the centenary period in commemoration of all those who lost their
lives in the First World War. Many public parks and gardens will be a riot of red poppies having set
aside an area of land for this. A good way to commemorate and help the bees at the same time.

Should we worry more about pollen?
Chris Coulson Beverley Beekeepers' Association
During one of our winter meetings a member's contribution to a discussion started me thinking. Thinking
not only about what the member said but also about 'bee knowledge transfer'.
Although beekeepers are friendly folk and willing to help each other beekeeping is usually, by its nature, a
rather solitary past-time. We spend many hours watching bees both inside and outside the hive and how
many times do we say to our selves 'that's interesting'. However, how do we know if some one else has noticed this 'interesting thing' or perhaps it's a unique 'one off' happening', an aberration? We actually don't
know unless we tell some one to see if they have noticed the same or similar thing.
Scientific research works a bit like this. During an experiment something can be noticed that sets the researcher off on a new and profitable research line. Alternatively something can be seen once but for a variety
of reasons the experiment can't be repeated and the observation or data hangs in limbo possibly never to be
'discovered' again. I have personal knowledge of a researcher in the 1950s noticing that Asprin reduced the
coagulation in blood but never reported it!
Having been involved in environmental research in Africa you quickly recognise the difficulty in repeating
experiments -- the rains fail, animals (two and four legged) take or destroy the crop, the conditions make instruments malfunction, vehicles break down, grants run out -- the list is endless though sometimes funny.
The result of all this is that you can end up with a lot of interesting though unpublishable data since the relevant scientific journals usually require three or more similar seasons of experimental results. Initial or incomplete data frequently appears in a report for the funding agency and then might be condemned to lay on a
dusty, out of the way, shelf. In fact a Dutch colleague and I realised that there could be a lot of valuable 'one
off' environmental observations in Africa and considered starting a journal of 'Grey Information' on the
grounds that others may have data which could be added to this pool to support or generate a hypothesis! So
isolated pieces of information can, in some cases, be drawn together to understand processes better and generate or confirm a hypothesis.
What started me thinking about all of this and what has this to do with honey bees?
Well, we beekeepers observe bees all the time but perhaps only at association meetings and other 'get togethers' do our observations commonly see the light and that's frequently over a cup of tea and in a casual way.
Conferences and internet forums provide a channel to communicate observations but they rely on going to
the conference or having a computer, the internet and being computer literate. Many beekeepers might be
uncomfortable about raising issues in these, even if the opportunity arose. But, in the context of the above
what are my 'observations' that caused me to put 'pen to paper'?
Most of us lost bees in the 2012-2013 winter and most of us are conscientious about feeding for winter and
hefting hives to make sure the colony has stores. Initially I put down my own 2012/13 losses to the weather.
Following a cold winter the spring warmed for a couple of weeks and the bees broke their cluster. The
weather then became cold again so I assumed they were unable to move to the very adequate stores of their
own honey they had. But could I be wrong about this?
Bees that 'go through winter' (winter bees) have to have a store of lipids ('fats') and protein, particularly proteins, in their cells. These cells are collectively known as the 'fat body'. This is not a discreet organ but more
a collection of specialised cells which occur in groups. The bees obtain lipids and proteins from pollen, nectar mainly providing carbohydrates -- the bees energy source.
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At the meeting in question what our member noticed was most of his bees had not died on the frame with
heads in cells but were on the hive floor. He wondered if the poor summer had reduced pollen production
and thus the viability of 'winter bees'. He wondered if he should have fed pollen substitute during the latter
part of the year.
Another idea I had at the back of my mind was that coupled with a paucity of pollen towards the end of the
year was the number of bees that had to share it. Certainly in my case my pre winter colonies were very large
(they had new laying queens) so the hypothesis is that what little pollen there was had to be shared between a
large number of bees. If this is the case the 'winter bees' had too smaller fat bodies to see them right through
winter. Talking to other beekeepers I formed the idea that colony size coupled with a lack of pollen could
indeed hinder a colonies likelihood to survive until spring.
The question arises --has anybody got observations or thoughts on this matter as it seems that while our National Labs tell us about nectar shortage and potential starvation and the need to feed our bees carbohydrates
the possible importance of pollen scarcity during the summer is not, as far as I know, really thought about.
Pollen substitute is frequently given in spring to build up the colony but do people give it towards the end of
a poor summer? We heft our hives but this to assess stored honey not pollen. To me the relationship between
pre winter pollen availability, 'winter bee' longevity and bee numbers at the end of summer is very interesting and one also that shows the importance of Association meeting (and a cup of tea!) has in 'information'
transfer.

Area representatives
Area Representatives can play an essential part in improving communications, in both directions, between
the GPC of YBKA and the area associations. The chairman is determined that this function is revived and
becomes more relevant. Here is the current list of area representatives.
Airedale BKA
Barkston Ash BKA
Barnsley BKA
Beverley BKA
Bradford BKA
Darlington BKA
Easingwold BKA
Halifax BKA
Huddersfield BKA
Leeds BKA
Malton BKA
Northallerton and Thirsk BKA
Richmond BKA
Rotherham BKA
Ryedale BKA
Scarborough BKA
Sheffield BKA
Wakefield & Pontefract BKA
Wharfedale BKA
Whitby BKA
York & district BKA

Chris hardy
Rob Child
Phil Khorassandijian
Simon Maslin
Michael Badger
Len Mutton
Michael Badger
Phil Gee
Phil Gee
Rob Child
Simon Maslin
Len Mutton
Len Mutton
Phil Khorassandijian
Tony Jefferson
Simon Maslin
Phil Khorassandijian
Phil Gee
Chris Hardy
Tony Jefferson
John Whitaker
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YAS Representative
Ivor Flatman
01924 257089
0777511 9436
ivor.flatman@homecall.co.uk

Yorkshire Beekeepers
Association
General Purposes
Committee

School Day Organiser
Phil Gee
01422 886114
07769 650059
pjgphilgee@aol.com

Chairman
Tony Jefferson
07749 731945
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk

NBU Representative
Ivor Flatman
01924 252795
07775 119436
ivor.flatman@fera.gsi.gov.uk

Vice Chairman
Phil Gee
01422 886114
07769 650059
pjgphilgee@aol.com

Honey Show Chief Steward
Dave Shannon
01302 772837
07907 856515
daveshannon.aca@me.com

General Secretary
Roger Chappel
01325 315741
07905 190701
rogerchappel21@gmail.com.com

Newsletter Editor
John Whitaker
01937 834688
johnmartinwhitaker@hotmail.com

Treasurer
Bob Hunter
01484 713671
07806 569565
rmwhunter@blueyonder.co.uk

Area Representatives
Simon Maslin
01482 656018
simon@maslin.karoo.co.uk

Purchasing Officer
Paul Winder
01274 641366
07921 974777
jpawinder@hotmail.com

Chris Hardy
01535 600941
oldsalmon@gmail.com

Examinations Officer
Wendy Maslin
01482 656018
07766 050105
beewendi@gmail.com

Phil Khorassandjian
0114 2854007
sec@sheffieldbeekeepers.org.uk
Rob Child
robchild@blueyonder.co.uk

BBKA ADM Delegate
Michael Badger
0113 2945879
07958 591501
buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com

Len Mutton
01325 307712
07793 064380
lenny.mutton@talktalk.net

Web Master
David Lamont
01274 619787
07968 817153
davidlamont431@btinternet.com
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